
INTO THE
CLOUDS



VAPING 
IS BIG
BUSINESS

THE REASON WHY?
It’s more convenient and less expensive than smoking 
along with reports from Public Health England and the 
Royal College of Physicians suggesting that vaping  
is 95% safer than smoking.

86% of those who have tried vaping say they wouldn’t 
go back to traditional cigarettes.

With the introduction of new legislation in 2016,  
the vaping industry is maturing, there’s a greater  
focus on quality and safety. Inferior products and  
dubious manufacturers will struggle to survive.

In this environment, VapeNation is perfectly placed  
to succeed and expand. 

IN THE UK, AROUND THREE MILLION PEOPLE 
USE E-CIGARETTES, THIS FIGURE IS EXPECTED 
TO GROW BY 40% YEAR ON YEAR.



The MD of Supreme recognised the potential of the vaping market in 2013. He set up a company 
that, initially, imported and exported ‘cig-a-like’ kits and e-liquids. Two brands were created – KiK 
& 88vape – one premium and one economy, between the two brands, VapeNation now have  
a 20% market share of the UK vaping market. They also produce private label e-liquids for some 
well known brands.

Since then VapeNation has gone from strength to strength, they’ve taken the future into their own 
hands by entering the retail arena and leading the way in manufacturing. Their superior products 
and flavours have customers coming back for more.

THE RISE OF VAPENATION



A BRIGHT 
FUTURE



From producing an average 6,000 unpacked 
bottles of e-liquid a day, we now fill over 
1.6million bottles a month. We now have the 
capacity to produce 100,000 a day with 
more machinery in the pipeline to take this to 
2.4million bottles a month.

Our focus is on quality and achieving and 
exceeding EU Tobacco Products Directive (TPD) 
compliance. We go the extra mile to ensure 
complete product hygiene and traceability.

VapeNation’s purpose-built facilities include  
a state-of-the-art laboratory for mixing batches  
of e-liquid, two fully automatic machines, three 
semi-automatic vacuum pump lines, a nicotine 
analysis lab, and factory staffed by 25 highly 
qualified and motivated individuals who work 
with the best materials in the vaping industry.

From importer to high quality manufacturer, 
VapeNation has the capacity to deliver an 
exceptional product in these exciting times.

WE STARTED 
MANUFACTURING 
IN JANUARY 
2016 WITH THE 
COMPLETION OF 
OUR HALF A 
MILLION POUND 
CLEAN ROOM 
FACILITY.



We don’t believe in standing still, our R&D department is constantly developing 
new technology that has the potential to disrupt and dominate the e-cigarette 
market. Through independent testing we can ensure we’re always delivering 
what customers want.

Our innovations include:

MOVING 
FORWARD

An economy range 
of MODs & VG liquids

The 88vape 
deluxe pen

A disposable 
e-Go battery





CONTACT US
VapeNation Limited 4 Beacon Road, Ashburton Park, Ashburton Road West,

Trafford Park, Manchester M17 1AF

T: +44 (0) 161 872 5151
E: sales@vapenationlimited.co.uk

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT VAPENATION AS WE CONTINUE TO 
GROW AND BREAK NEW GROUND


